We consider a selfadjoint operator, A , and a selfadjoint rank-one projection, P, onto a vector, 9, which is cyclic for A. In terms of the spectral measure dp;, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for A + A P to have empty singular continuous spectrum or to have only point spectrum for a.e. A.
Introduction
In this note, we consider a situation already partially analyzed by Aronszajn [2] and Donoghue [13] . Let A be a selfadjoint operator with simple spectrum on a Hilbert space, 2, and let cp be a cyclic vector for A. Let P be the projection (cp, -)cp and let A , be the operator (selfadjoint on D ( A ) ) A , = A + XP.
By the spectral theorem, 2 is unitarily equivalent to L*(W, dpo) in such a way that A is multiplication by x and cp E 1. Here po is spectral measure of cp for A. The idea of Aronszajn [2] is to relate spectral properties of A, to dpo, and in particular, to the Stieltjes transform F o ( z ) /u,
x -z
For example, one of the results of the Aronszajn-Donoghue analysis is that for any X # A' the spectral measures dp, and dp,, (of cp for A, and A,,, respectively) have singular parts which are mutually singular. 
Fix an open interval ( a , b ) . The following are equivalent:
These theorems will be a simple consequence of the ideas of AronszajnDonoghue and the fact (Theorem 5 ) that d q ( x ) = /(l + dp,(x) dA is mutually equivalent to Lebesgue measure. We discovered this later fact in trying to understand some work of Kotani [19] on the effect of boundary conditions on certain classes of random Hamiltonians. The analogue of Theorem 5, due to Carmona [5], played a major role in Kotani's work. In fact, this part of our work in a sense bears the same relation to Carmona-Kotani as Donoghue's work bears to that of Aronszajn.
While these two theorems are of some interest as abstract mathematics, their significance is increased by their connection to the theory of random Hamiltonians. In particular, we discuss the Anderson model here. One of us will discuss further applications elsewhere (see [20] , [27] [29] for three recent reviews of the mathematical situation. Under suitable conditions (v = 1,2 or when v 2 3, at energies near the edge of spec ( H , ) or when V is "very random") it is believed that H , has only point spectrum dense in some regions; this has been proven in various circumstances (see below). This phenomenon is intimately related to the problem discussed in this paper. For, let A , = H, -V,(O)P, where P = (Ao, *)So is the projection onto the vector A , f 12(Zu). Then H , = A , + XP, where X is independent of A , and distributed according to the law dK. Thus, if dK is absolutely continuous, Theorem 2 says that a sufficient condition for H , to have only point spectrum for a.e. w is that B,(E) > 0 for a.e. E (actually, we do not know that 6, is cyclic for A,, so B , ( E ) > 0 only implies that the spectral measure dpZo is pure point-one then needs an additional argument; see Sections 5 and 6). . Their proof is very close to the one we give in Section 7, the main difference being that in place of our abstract Theorem 5, they use an eigenvalue perturbation theory argument with roots in [21], [33] .
We should like to thank S. Kotani for telling us of his work, and L. Arnold and W. Wischutz for organizing a conference which allowed one of us (B.S.) to learn of Kotani's work.
Proof of the Main Theorems
It is fairly easy to see that cp is cyclic for A,, so to study the spectral properties of A, we need only study the spectral measure d p , of cp for A,. One key element of the proof is the following result of Aronszajn [2]. We say that a measure q is supported on A if q(W \ A ) = 0. ptc; pic; pf.P. denote the absolutely continuous, singular continuous and pure point parts of p,.
. Then, for any X # 0, p i c . is supported on X, pi.P. is supported on Y, and pic. is supported on Z .
Because we need some of the lemmas later and for the reader's convenience, we sketch the proof of this result. By definition of dp,, 
Relations (7)-(9) show that if (a) holds, then A2pX({~,,)) = B(xo). Thus (a) and (b) imply that dph has a pure point at xo, and conversely, if d p A has an atom, we conclude first that (a) holds and then that (b) holds.
To complete the proof of Theorem 3, we need several facts: replaced by lim); we state it in this form, since this is easier to prove than the full theorem and suffices. iii) is a simple consequence of the dominated convergence theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3:
By ii) and iii), d p r is supported on By Theorem 4, p f p . is supported on Y.
By Theorem 4, the second set is precisely the set of point masses for p A and thus countable. Countable sets have ps'c' zero measure so we see that pr is supported on {xlB(x) = O } . If &YmFA(x + i e ) = m, then by (5), there must be a sequence E , with Fo(x + ie,) -+ -A-' which is inconsistent with YmF,(x + i0) > 0. Thus py is supported on the complement of X; i.e., we have shown that p y is supported on
Finally, w H w/l + Ao is a transformation mapping { z)Ymz > 0 } into itself with the inverse doing the same thing. Thus
By (i), we conclude that X supports d p y .
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The next result is an abstract analogue of a formula implicit in Carmona [5] and explicit in Kotani [19] . Since p,, is a probability measure for each h (if cp is normalized), we can define a measure q by for any set A.
THEOREM 5.
is mutually equivalent to Lebesgue measure.
Proof: Since Ix -z1-l I1mzl-l for any real x , we see that when 
Some Examples
Notice that a measure dp,, determines both the operator A and the vector q = 1, and so the entire example. EXAMPLE 1. Let po be the conventional Cantor measure. Any x E C has a base three expansion with only zeros and twos. For each n, { y l y E C and y and x agree in their expansions for the first n digits} are a distance at most 3-" from x . Thus p { y E C( )x -y J 5 3-"} 2 2-" and so / d p ( y ) / l x -yla = co if a 2 log2/log3. In particular, B ( x ) = 0 on C. Thus, by Theorem 4, A , has eigenvalues only in the gaps of C. Since IF(x + iO)( --j 00 at edges of gaps, there is exactly one in each internal gap (for there is one solution of Fo(x + i0) = -A-' in each gap). Theorem 1 implies that for a.e. A, dpA has no singular continuous part. Actually, one can say more: if x E C , then ,amF,(x + i3-") 2 $3"p{ y E C ( Ix -y ( 5 3-"} + 0O, so J~z FA stays away from infinity. Thus, dpA,,ing is supported off C = ueess(AA), i.e., dpx,,.,,= 0. To summarize: If p is the Cantor measure, for each A # 0, p A has only pure point spectrum; all eigenvalues are discrete, but the closure of the eigenvalues consists of all of C . pA has thick point spectrum in the sense of [3].
Take 2 = A + P ; we see that A + AP has singular continuous spectrum for exactly one value of A. For the A problem, Theorem 2 holds, but the conclusion is not for all A.
EXAMPLE 2. Let 6, be the unit mass at x . Let p = C a n d p , with
2"
Obviously we require E a,, < 00. If 0 x 5 1, (i.e. x E spec(A)), there is some j
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with Ix -j / 2 , l 5 2-" so Thus, in this case, A, continues to have only pure point spectrum for a.e. A. Notice that if A, has eigenvalues at the points j / Z n , 0 < j 5 2", n = 1,2; that if dv, = dp,,, then dv-,, = dp, has a singular continuous part. Thus, while 
A Criterion for Dense Point Spectrum in the Anderson Model
We begin by writing an operator theoretic formula for B ( x ) . Let cp = rpo and let { rpn }, E , be an orthonormal basis labeled by some index set I including cpo. Let
G ( n , m ; Z) ( T n , ( A -z)-lcpm).
Then we have 
providing a quick proof that dp"". = 0 in that case. This gives a brief alternate to an argument of Martinelli-Scoppola [22] .
For the remainder of this section, we specialize to discuss the Anderson model given by equation (4). We suppose dK obeys /(log+lxl) dK < 00. (a) For a.e. w , H , has on& point spectrum in ( a , b).  (b) For a.e. E E ( a , b ) and a.e. ( w ) , model:
THEOREM 8. Consider the two statements for the v-dimensional Anderson
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Then, du is purely a.c., (b) implies (a),   (ii) if v = 1 and dK has a nonzero a.c. component, then (b) implies (a),   (iii) if the a.c. component of dK has essential support (-00,oo) (e.g. dK is Gaussian), then (a) implies (b).
Proof Theorems 1 and 2 are only stated for the cyclic case. They immediately apply to a general A + XP (with P of rank 1) to the cyclic subspace generated by A and Ran P, and so they say something about the spectral measure dpx associated to cp E Ran P. Thus (iii) is immediate and (b) implies that dp? has only pure point spectrum for a.e. choice of { V(n)},,o and a.e. choice of V(0) from the absolutely continuous component of dK. Under hypothesis (i), this implies that dp? is pure point for a.e. w. By translation invariance, this is true for each dp$ so H, has only pure point spectrum.
In case (ii), with positive probability V(0) and V(1) both lie in their absolutely continuous components. Thus, with positive probability, both dp? and dp? are pure point in ( a , b). Since So, S, are cyclic for H,, H, has only pure point spectrum in ( a , b ) with positive probability. But the spectral type of H, is a.e. constant (see [21] ), so the positive probability result implies the result for a.e. w .
One can also deduce exponential decay of eigenfunctions from exponential decay of G: THEOREM 9. Suppose that dK is purely absolutely continuous, and that, for a.e. pairs (a, E ) ( w E Q, the probability space for V (,) and E E ( a , b ) with Lebesgue measure), we have that for 0 < E < 1 Then, with probability 1, the eigenfunctions cpg) with E E ( a , b ) obey Proof: Taking matrix elements of (5a) for the pair ( a, , *So) we see that (with 
Y m ( m + ( w , E
is non-zero (see [ls] ). Thus is a.e. finite and (12) holds.
Remarks 1. Ishli [17] has an argument which directly controls the Green's function and proves that (12) holds directly. His argument, while stated for SINGULAR CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM-RANDOM HAMILTONIANS 87 bounded V and the half-line, can be seen to only require jdK(x)(log+((x()'+8 < 00, and to hold on the whole line.
2. A more direct proof of (12) exploiting the Osceledec theorem and Theorem 4 will be given in [27] . This applies also to the strip. Nonindependent V,(n)
will also be discussed. 3. By the Osceledec theorem, one proves that eigenfunctions decay at the Lyaponov exponent rate, recovering a result of Carmona [4] and Craig-Simon [7] .
Localization in the Multi-Dimensional Anderson Model
Several years ago, Frohlich-Spencer [14] 
Relation to Kotani's Work
It seems to us that the proofs of localization presented herein should be thought of as occurring in two steps. We do not refer to the proof of Theorem 2 and the verification of B ( E ) > 0, but rather to a different breakup of the analysis:
1. An argument that any singular continuous spectrum must lie in a set of Lebesgue measure zero of energy, a priori given by the potential outside some finite region A.
2. A proof that, for most choices of the potential inside A, any particular set of Lebesgue measure zero will have zero spectral measure.
From this point of view, the verification that B ( E ) > 0 and Theorem 3 provide step 1, while Theorem 5 is the key to step 2. Thus, one understands the relation of this argument to the work of Kotani [19] , which motivated parts of it. The two-step philosophy is implicit in Kotani, who uses ideas of Pastur [23] for step 1.
Step 2 in his study of boundary condition variation is the argument of Carmona; in the Anderson model case, he uses an argument less general than Theorem 5.
One can obtain a partially alternate proof of Theorem 11 by using the analysis of Martinelli-Scoppola For y E supp q , and x as above, Ix -yI >= 2"-2 2 I,,
Thus J, decays exponentially.
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Essentially, we have made a very slight generalization of the MartinelliScoppola argument to show that for a.e. pairs (E, w ) any polynomially bounded solution of (17) decays exponentially. Given the philosophy and Theorem 5, one obtains the promised alternative proof of Theorem 11.
